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Recomended Singles
1. Accent
2. Memories
3. Home

01. Vertical
02. Silencis
03. Accent
04. Memories
05. Home
06. Surge
07. Concentric

Mixed and Mastered by David Chueca 

Produced and Recorded by David
Chueca at Marlee Records.

at Marlee Recods.

David Chueca  (Piano, Synths, Textures)
Pol García (Trumpet on track 3)
Francesca  Prattico (Drums on track 3)
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SILENCIS is the debut album by Transfolkloric, digitally released by 
independent label Marlee Records based in Catalonia, Spain.

Transfolkloric makes cinematic music discovering emotional soundscapes 
that watch and listen to the listener. Imaginary environments created 
through analog synthesizers and vintage drum machines, combined with 
electronic rhythms and experimental sounds. 

Transfolkloric is born from the creativity of the music producer 
David Chueca Folch, with more than 15 years of experience as a 
music producer and author in bands like Jazzul, Et-Co*, Sonia Linares, 
Graham Newey. In this album, David decides to explore his imaginary in 
the creation of sound and the experience of reflective spaces, inviting 
the listener to sound and mental abstraction.

The fundamental creative process has been influenced by artists like 
The Cinematic Orquestra, Bonobo, Boards of Canada and classics such as
Brian Eno. The main purpouse has been to create unique and unrepeatable 
sounds in an experimental way with effects, synthesizers, rhythms and pads 
that are not saved in any preset, so there is no way to recover them back.
They have lived only in that moment of creation.

Genres such as cinematic, ambient, reflexive and experimental music 
have a place in Transfolkloric.

The first single “Home” will be available on October 28th.

Full album "Silencis" will be released on December 2, 2022.


